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Abstract. This paper concerns a two-point boundary value problem for an mth-

order system of ordinary differential equations containing a vector stochastic process

£{t, co) = (0(t) + co) + e2t2{t, co) + ■ ■ ■

When e is small, the existence and the asymptotic properties of the solution can be ob-

tained by means of the shooting method, and its density function can be determined

by solving a sequence of first-order deterministic partial differential equations.

1. Introduction. Random differential equations are of great importance both for

theoretical reasons and because of their practical applications. For random initial

value problems many important and interesting facts have been discovered; see [1,

3, 4, 5, 8], for example. However, for random boundary value problems only a

relatively few results are known [2, 6, 9],

In this paper we will consider the problem

^l=t(t,x(tU(t,co)), (1-la)

Ax(0) + Bx(l) = <*(&>), (1-lb)

where a(co) and £(t, co) are m x 1 random vectors defined on an underlying probability

space (£2, 7, P), and \(t) is an unknown m x 1 random vector.

We will assume that

£(t,co) — £o(0 + e£i ('. co) + e2^2('.w) + • • • >

where e is a parameter satisfying the condition 0 < e < £o- When e = 0 the problem

(1-1) reduces to the simple case

dx(t)/dt = i{t,\{t), £0(0)> (l-2a)

Ax(0) + Bx(l) = o(<y). (1 -2b)
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30 NING-MAO XIA

Its solution \0(t) can be found by means of the extended Liouville equation [10].

In the case that either matrix A or B is equal to zero, the problem (1-1) becomes

an initial value problem. When e is small, its solution has a regular perturbation

expansion, and the density function can be obtained by solving a sequence of first-

order deterministic partial differential equations; see [3, 11],

The main results of [11] can be extended to the boundary value problem (1-1).

However, before we turn to a consideration of its expansion properties, we must first

examine the existence of its solution. In fact, by the shooting method, as shown in

Sec. 2, we can show that for every small e there exists a unique solution near x0(0-

As e —► 0, a regular perturbation scheme is available; the solution of (1-1) and its

density function have the asymptotic expansions

x{t) = x0{t) + exi(t) + e2x2{t) + ■ ■ ■ ,

p(x, t) = p0(x, t) + epi (x, t) + e2p2{x, t)-\ .

which are established in Sec. 3.

To determine the density function, we introduce a new auxiliary vector stochastic

process z(/). In the case that only the density function of x(?0) is concerned, then

z(0 = Ax(r) + Bx(f), (1-3)

where T = (1 - t)to/{\ - to) and 0 < ?0 < 1.

It is easy to see that z(t) has the properties

z(l) = Ax(0) + Bx(l) = a(a>), (1-4)

z(/o) = (A + B)x(?o). (1-5)

If the density function of z(t) exists and is denoted by p(z, t), then

p(z, 1) = pa{z), (1-6)

and

P\(/o)(x) = ^(A+B)-'x(i0)(*) = |Det(A + B)|P(z,/o) , (1-7)

z=(A+B)x

where A + B is assumed to be not singular; Pa(-), P*(t0)(-), and jP(a+b)-'z(<0)(') are ^

density functions of a(a>), x(*o), and (A + B)_1z(?0) respectively.

The condition (1-6) can be used to solve the first-order partial differential equation

derived later, and (1-7) can be used to calculate the density function of x(/0) if p{z, to)

has been obtained.

If 0 < to < 1, we can obtain similar results by considering the auxiliary vector

y(/) = Ax(/) + Bx(l + (1 - (l/t0))t) instead of z(t).

For simplicity, throughout this paper we will assume that A+B is not singular, and

only consider the properties of z(t). In the case that A + B is singular, then instead

of (1-3) we can let w(/) = Ax(T) + [B + (1 - ?)B*]x(?), where B* is an auxiliary

matrix to be determined. It is possible to show that B* can always be chosen so that

A + B + (1 - ?o)B* is not singular for 0 < to < 1. Then the density function of x(to)

can be obtained by applying the method described in this paper to w(?) instead of to

z(t). For 0 < to < 1 we have a similar situation.
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As shown in [7,8], under certain conditions, the density function p(z, t) must

satisfy the partial differential equation

t K 0-8)
nt+ -+nm=\ 7=1 J )

z(/) = z>, (1-9)

where
1 f m

 0 = Hin — E | - Zj{t - At))"J

and E{-\z(t) — z} denotes the mathematical expectation under the condition z(t) = z.

When e is small enough and only the terms up to order e2 are considered, the per-

turbation method reduces equation (1-8) to a first-order partial differential equation.

The coefficients of this equation can be evaluated by means of some deterministic

procedures and an auxiliary random problem. This is the topic of Sec. 4. In the last

section, a simple example will be given to illustrate the whole procedure.

Compared with other existing numerical approximation methods [3, 5, 6, 9], the

scheme presented here has the advantage of considerable generality. Also, one need

not calculate higher-order coefficients if only a lower approximation is desired. In

the case that the boundary value a is nonrandom, this method is still valid, but the

delta function will occur in the derived first-order partial differential equation, which

may be solved by using the Fourier transform. Furthermore, this expansion scheme

can also be adapted for use on eigenvalue problems and on two-point boundary value

problems containing white noise, which will be explored in other papers.

On the other hand, our method has the limitation of requiring the boundedness

and smoothness of f and £. Although extension of the time interval from [0, 1] to

any finite interval [0, M] is straightforward, no satisfactory results can be expected

on arbitrarily long time intervals. As / —> oo, other asymptotic schemes can be used

if the processes involved in the problem have short correlation times, the boundary

value is nonrandom, and the time has the order of 1/e; see [5, 9],

2. Existence of the solution. For simplicity, in Sees. 2 and 3 we will only consider

the scalar case, but the extension to higher dimensions is straightforward.

To prove the existence of the solution we define a random mapping and consider

its fixed point, as outlined by White and Franklin [9] or Xia [12]. If Xo(t,a) is the

solution of (1-2) and if

[ fx{t,x0{t,a),£0{t))dt
Jo

J = A + B exp # 0,

then for every e > 0 we define a random mapping

TE{S) = 6-J-l[AS + Bye{l,6)], (2-1)

where yc(t, 3) is the solution of the random initial value problem with the initial

value S(co),

dyc{t, 8)/dt = f{t, x0{t, a) + yc{t, 5), £{t, co)) - f{t, x0{t, a), £0(0). ,2-2)

y£(0,5)=d{co).
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If we can prove that under certain assumptions Te(S) is a contracting mapping

defined on a suitable metric space, then by the well-known theorem there exists a

unique random fixed point S such that Te(S) = S, and thereby * = Xo(t, a) + yE(t, S)

is the solution of (1-1). Unfortunately, this argument is not always valid for all w e Q

in the general case, but when e is small we can show that it is true for all to e A£a,

where the event Aa has large probability and will be defined below. For fixed e, A > 0,

let

AeA = {to\Te is a contracting mapping on the ball

of radius A about zero, with contraction (2-3)

that is, for all Su S2 such that |<5,-| < A, Aa is the event that |r£(<5,)| < A, and

\T'{dy)-T'{52)\<{\8x-82\.

Theorem 1. Let / = {?|0 < t < 1}, and suppose that

(a) £(•, to) is a continuous function, and \£{t, co)| < K\ for / e /, to e £2;

(b) £,|q(w)|2 < oo;

(c) there exists a solution x0(0 of Eq. (1-2), such that £|xo(0)|2 < oo and |J| >

Kj> 0;

(d) for t e I, x e (-00,00), 1^1 < Ku f, fx, fxx, ft, fx£, are continuous

functions, and \f(t,x,S)\ < K2{ 1 + \x\), \fx\ < K3, \f(\ < K4, \fxx\ < Ks, \fx(\ < K6,

\f/g\ < K, where Kj, K\, • • • , Ke, K are constants.

Then there exist two constants A > 0, k > 0, independent of e, such that

prob{^} > 1 - K£2. (2-4)

Proof. First we have the following estimations:

(a) \y<(t,S)\<K7(e + \S\),

(b) \yt{t,S1)-y'{t,dx)\<K%\S2-Sl\,

(c) |yE{t, S2) - ye(t, Si) - (S2 - 8X) exp

< K9{S2-Sl)2,

[ fx{t,x0 + ye{t,Si),Z)dt
J 0

(d) exp
10

<KX0 (e + \S\ + J* \y°(t,0)\dt

[ fx{t.x0 + ye{t,S),Z)dt -exp f fx{t, x0, £0) dt
Jo Jo

(2-5)

< K\ 1 (e + |<5|),
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where t 6 I, co € £2, and K-], ...,KU are suitable constants independent of e.

To prove (2-5) we rewrite (2-2) in the integral form, note that ye(t, (5) is its solution,

and use Gronwall's lemma. We then obtain (2-5a,b) easily.

For (2-5c), notice that

d_
dt

ye(t, S2)-yc{t,Si) - (<52 -<Si)exp [' fx{t,x0 + ye{t, 5^, £)dt
Jo

= At, x0 + y<(t, S2), - f(t, x0 + y£{t, Si), £)

(S2 - Si)fx(t,x0 + y£(t,Si),Z)exp [ fx{t,x0 + ye{t,Si),£)dt
Jo

= fx{U x0 + yE(t, Si), £)[/(*, S2) - yE(t, <5,)] + S2) - y\t, S\ )]2

- (<*2 ~ Si)fx(t,Xo + y*{t,Si),Qexv

= fx{t,x0 + y£{t,Si),£)

[' Mt,x0 + yE (t, Si), £)dt
JoIJ o

y°(t,S2)-y°(t,Si)-(S2-Si)

xexp fx{t,x0 + y£(t,Si),^)dt

+ ^-[ye(t,S2)-yc{t,Si)]2,

where fxx{X) = fxx{t,x0 + y"{t,S\) + A(y£{t,S2) - ye{t,Sj))), A e [0, 1]; for simplicity

we will use this notation in similar cases even for different A. If we again change

the above equation to its integral form and notice the boundedness assumption, then

Gronwall's lemma can help us to obtain (2-5c) directly. The conclusion of (2-5d) can

be proved in a similar way.

Now we turn to a consideration of AeA. Along the lines of White and Franklin [9],

we define two events BA, CeA and try to prove that

prob{(^)c} < prob{5£ U CA} < Ke2,

where

flI = {o)|3<So: |<50|<A m<50)|>A},

Cl = {co\3Si,S2-. |<5,| <A, |<521 < A, |r£(<52) - r£(<5,)| > {\S2 - <5,|}. 1 " '

On the event CeA we have <5i, S2 such that |<5i| < A, |<52| < A, and \Te(S2)~ 7"e(<5i)| >

*i\S2 - <5i|. From the definition (2-1) of Te(S) we know that

\Tc(S2) - T°(Si)\ = \(S2 -Si)- J'l[A(S2 -Si) + B(ye(\,S2) - y£(l, <5,))]|

< KJ{\B\ (<52-<5,)exp f fc(t,x0,Z0)dt
Jo

(2-7)

- {yc(lS2)-y'(l,Si))
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For ye(t, S2) - ye(t,Sx) we have the equation

= f(t. *o + y'(t, S2), Q - f(t, x0 + yc(t, Sx), £)

A= fx(t,x0 + yE(t,8x)X)(yE(t,82)-ye(t,8x)) + ^-(yE(t,82)-yE(t,Sx))2.

It follows that

yc{t,S2)- ye(t,Si) = exp [ fx{t,x0 + yc{t,8x),£)dt
Jo

■ |(<52 -Si) + exp - J fx(t,x0 + ye(t,Sx),£)dt

■Hp-{ye{t,82)-yE{t,8x))2dt

Substituting this into (2-7) we obtain

}

\TE{82)-TE{8X)\<KJ{\B\ (S2 - Si) ^exp

l

o
- exp

[ fx(t,x0 + ye{t,Sx),£)dt
J o

f fx{t,xo,Zo)dt
Jo

l\ye(t.S2)-yt(t,dl)\2dt

From (2-5b,d) we have

\T*{d2)-T\dx)\

< KJX\B\ ||<J2 - d{\Kw ̂  + |J,| + jT' |y*(t, 0)| dt^J + ^-e2K>(S2 - <S,)2 j

< KJX\B\KX2 + A + \y*{t, 0)| dt^j \S2 - <5,|,

where Kl2 is a suitable constant independent of e. Then on CeA we know that

\\82-8x\<\TE{d2)-TE(8\)\

and then

<Kjx\B\Kn (e + A + J* \y'(t. 0)\d?j \^-Sx\.

f\y°(t.0)\dt).\<Kjx\B\Kn e + A +

Letting = max{l, Kj X\B\KX2}, we have

j' — A < £ + fl \y£(t,0)\dt.
Jo
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Then we can always find Ai, l\ > 0, such that, when 0 < A < Als

0 < /, < E + f \ye(t.0)\dt.
Jo

It follows that

prob{C^} < prob j co|e + J \y\t, 0)| dt>l\> 0

< E e + [ \yE{t, 0)\dt
Jo

2 „2
/If <{{1+^/1^

where (2-5a) has been used, and ((1 + AT7)//i)2 is independent of e.

For the event 8%, we have S0 such that |<5ol < A, but |rc(<50)| > A. From the

definition we know that

IH«Jo)| = \So ~J-l(AS0 + Bye(l,d0)\
• l

I dt< Kj\B\ do exp [ fx(t,Xo,&o)<
Jo

y£( l So)

<^7'|5|||/(i,o)| +1/(1^0) - y'(l 0)

- do exp fx{t,x0 + ye{t,0),£)dt

+ l^o I exp / fx(t,x0 + ye{t,0)X)dt

J fx{t,Xo,<-exp|yo fx(t,x0,i0)dt

< Ky]\B\{\y°(\,0)\ + K9S20 + Kue\S0\}

<Kl4{\ye{l,0)\+A2 + eA},

where ATj4 > 0 is again a constant independent of e. Let A2 be a constant such that

0<A2 < min{l/(2A^i4), Ai}; then on event 8^ we have

A2 < |r£(50)| < ^,41^(1.0)1 + (A2/2) + (e/2),

or

(A2/2) < K\^\yc{\, 0)| + (e/2).

It follows that

prob{B£,} < prob{w|(A2/2) < tf14|/(l, 0)| + (e/2)}

4E[K{4,\yE(\, 0)| 4- (e/2)]2
<

< Ki5e2,

where (2-5a) has been used again, and K\$ is a constant independent of e.

Now let A = A2, and notice that (>?|)c C S|UC|; then we obtain (2-4) immediately.
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3. Asymptotic approximation. By the contracting mapping theorem, we know that

there exists a unique fixed point S such that Te(8) = <5 for co E Ae^. To construct an

approximate solution of equation (1-1), we define a random variable [12]

co e A\,£
exi(O), co Ae^,

where X\ (t) is the solution of the linear stochastic equation

= fx(t, X0(t, a), (o(t))xi (t) + ft{t, x0{t, a), (0(0)(l (*. co),

Ax i (0) + Bx i (1) = 0.

Notice that by the existence of the solution Xi(r), the random variable S*(co) is well

defined. Moreover, we have the following lemma:

Lemma 1. Let all the assumptions of Theorem 1 be satisfied. Then there exists a

constant C, independent of e, such that

E[{5*(w))2n] < Cs2n for n = 1,2  (3-3)

Proof. Let Xac. be the characteristic function of Ae^, i.e.,

, , / 1, coeA\,
XA'Jfij) = \ A

4 I 0, otherwise.

By the definition of 8* and we have

\TE{8*) - T£(0)\xa< = |<J* - Te(0)\xa'.
A A

and

|r£(<n - TC(0)\XA< < \\d* - 0\xac. = \\r\XA'.-
A A A

It follows that

\8* - re(0)|^« < ^\s*\xa<
A A

or

\r\XK <2\T'mXA< < 2Kjx\B\\ye{\, 0)|.
A A

Then from (2-5a) we have

E[\6*\2"xa<J < (2Kyl\B\)2"E[\y*(\,0)\2"]

<{2Ky[\B\K7)2ne2n. (3-4)

To estimate 8* for co <$. A^, we solve the linear two-point boundary value problem

(3-2) and find that

xi(t) = exp
Uo
t
exp

f fx(t,x0{t,a),Zo)dt
Jo

[ fx{s,x0(s,a),£0)ds
Jo

J~lB exp [ fx(t,x0{t,a),€0)
JO

[ exp - [ fx{s, x0(s,a),£0)ds
JO l Jo

f^s.Xois, a),fo)fi (s,a))ds

dt

fi{s,x(){s,a),^\{s,a))ds \ .
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Then

|<5*|2"(1 - xa\) = e2" J B exp [ fx(t,xo,Zo)dt
Jo

■ f exp - [ fx(s,Xo,£o) ds
Jo L Jo

and its expectation satisfies

E[\S*\2»(l-XA<)]<C*e2n, (3-5)
A

where the constant C* is independent of e, and the boundedness assumptions on fx,

J~l, f(, £1 have been used again. Combining (3-4) with (3-5), we find that

f({s,x0,ZoK\{s.M)ds

2 n

[1 -XA'X

E[\S*\2n] — E[\d*^nXac. ] + E[\8*\ln{\ — Xac )] < Ce2"
A *

thus completing the proof.

Now we are in a position to consider the asymptotic property of the solution of

Eq. (1-1). Notice that because Ae- has large probability as e —► 0, we can use the

random process x = x0{t,a) + ye{t, S*) as the approximate solution. We can prove

that it has the expansion

x(t) = x0{t) + exi(t) + e2x2{t) H  (3-6)

where [■ • ■ ] is a quantity with order greater than e2, x0, Xi are the functions mentioned

before, and (t) is the solution of the following linear stochastic equation:

^ = Mt, x0, to )x2(t) + [kit, x0, £<,)& +

+/*('. *o.£o)*i£i + _ (3-7)

Ax2(0) -I- 5x2(1) = 0.

For e = 0, (3-6) is valid, so we need consider only the case when e ^ 0.

Theorem 2. Let all the hypotheses of Theorem 1 be satisfied. Then there exists a

constant A^16, independent of e, such that

sup£[(x - x0)/£ - X1]2 < Kl6e2. (3-8)
tei

Proof. Since x = x0 + ye{t, <5*), we have the following equation for (y£/e) - x\\

= [/('• *0 + yc> £) - f(t. x0, £o)]/e

- [fx{t,x0,£o)x\ +f({t,x0,£,0)^i]

A(yE/e-x{) + B(ye/e - Xi)
(=0

= 0, coei? (3"9^
(=i A

(y£/e-x 1) =0,
1=0 A
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We expand the functions in Eq. (3-9); then

— ^ X|) = fx(t.x0,£o)(ye/e ~ *i)

+ xo. ZoM - Zo)/e - Zi) + (fxxW/2)(y°/e)2e

+ f*W{y'M(Z - Zo) + (/«(A)/2)((£ - £o)2/e)J-

On , we have

(y£/e) -x, =eexp [ fx(t,x0,Zo)dt
Jo

■ f F(s) exp - [ fx(s,x0,Zo)ds
.Jo I Jo

-J-lB exp [ fx(t, x0, Zo) dt
Jo

■ [ F(s) exp - f fx(s,x0,Zo)ds
Jo l Jo

ds

ds (3-10)

where

F(s) = lf;(s,xo.Zo){(t-Zo)/*-Zi) + (fxxW/2){yt/e)2

+ fx(W(ye/e)(Z ~ Zo)/e + (/«(A)/2)((£ ~ Zo)/e)2.

By means of Lemma 1, from (2-5a) we easily find the estimate

sup£
re/

ye(t,d'^2n
<KX1, n = 1,2, (3-11)

with the constant K\i independent of e. Substituting it into (3-10) and noticing the

boundedness assumptions on fx, fxx, fX(, fa, we obtain

j y-(i, o j
sup E < —1   - Xi
tei e

When co A£^, the initial value problem (3-9) gives

ye(t, S

ye{''dt> ~ Xa<\<Kiss2. (3-12)

- xi = sexp
E

and then we have the estimate

i v ( t n • l ^

sup£

j fx(t,x0,Zo)dt^ F(s) exp fx{s,x0,Zo)ds

te

y°(t,d*)

ds,

I(£/ [ -X, <Ki9e2. (3-13)

Combining (3-12) and (3-13) and noticing that A^18, Kl9 are independent of e, we

obtain (3-9) and thus complete the proof.

In a similar way we can establish the quadratic approximation (3-6), or more

precisely
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Theorem 3. Let all the assumptions of Theorem 1 be satisfied, and suppose that

the derivatives fxxx, fxx$, fxg, are bounded continuous functions for t e I,

x e (-00,00), and |d;| < then as e —* 0 we have

sup£'[(x - x0 - ex\)/e2 - x2]2 -* 0, (3-14)
t€l

where x2 is the solution of the linear problem (3-7).

4. Density function of the solution. From the fact that x(t) has a regular per-

turbation approximation as s —► 0, we know that z(/) and its density function

p(z, t) can be expanded also in regular forms. This simplifies the partial differential

equation (1-8), which is satisfied by p(z, t), and makes it accessible. The coefficients

of equation (1-8) are given by the formula (1-9). To evaluate them we must use the

condition z(/) = z. In order to avoid possible confusion, we introduce a new time

variable /*, so that the condition becomes

z(t* = z or A x(t*)

t'=t

+ B x{t*

t'=T

= Z.

f=t

If only the terms up to order e are considered, then under the given condition we

know that x(f*) = x0(/*)+exi(/*)-l-O(e2), where \o(t*) andxi(;*) satisfy the following

equations:

^P=f(r,x0(rUo(;*)),

A\0(T) + Bx0(0 = z,

and

r ^=fAr.xo(n(o(n)xi(n+¥t-,*o(n(o(n)(i(r,co)
l Ax,(r) + Bxj(0 = 0,

where the regular perturbation method is used both for the differential equation and

the condition z(t*)\r=, - z.

For every deterministic vector z, the problem (4-1) is deterministic, and its solution

can be found by deterministic procedures. To emphasize the dependence on t and z,

we denote the solution of (4-1) by x0(?*) = x0(?*,z, t).

The problem (4-2) is linear and random, and its solution is

Xl (0 = ^(0 ^ 1(^)f{(^, X0(s, z, t), £o(s))£i (5, co) ds

- J^>J>-l{s)ft{s,xo{s,z,t)to(s))t{{s,a))ds^ (4-3)

where is the fundamental matrix of the problem

r d-^p = fx(r,x0(r,z,t),co(t*mn
1 Atp{T) + B4>{t) = I,

and I is the identity matrix.

(4-4)
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The condition z(t) = z also implies a restriction on a(co); in fact, since a(co) =

Ax(0) + Bx(l), then under the given condition, we have

a(a>) = A x0(?*,z, t) + ex\(t*,z,t)

r= o

+ 0(e

r=o

+ B + exi(f*,z, ?) + 0(e)

r=i

x0(r*,z,0

/* = !
= Ax0(0, z, t) + Bx0 (l.z,0 + O(e)

= ?(z, 0 + 0(e), (4-5)

where q(z, t) = Ax0(0, z, /) + Bx0(l, z, t).

Now we consider the term zj(t) - zj(t - At) in the coefficients (1-9). From the

definition (1-3) of z(t), and the equation (1-la), we have

Zj(t) - Zj(t - At) = [A,-x(r) + B,-x(0]',A/ + 0(At2)

= (.Dj + eHj)At + 0{At2) + 0(e2) (4-6)

where Aj, By are the yth row vectors of the matrices A, B respectively, and

Dj = Aj(-t0/(l - t0mT,xo(T).MT)) + Bjf(t,x0(t),t0(t)), (4-7)

Hj = Aji-to/il - tomfATM^.UT^m + f^T.xoinUT))^^,^]

+ By[fx(/, x0(0, £o(0)xi (0 + {dc' xo(0. £o(0)£i ('• <")]■ (4-8)

Then

[Zj(t) - zj(t - At)]"' = [D)> + enjDjJ~lHj]At+ 0{At"'+l) + 0{e2)

and

m

nizM-zjit-Atw
7=1

= I n ^ + e[«, Z)f -11>2"2 • ■ ■ //, + •■•

• • D^-1//m]} (A0S"-

+ 0(At^"j=' ";)+1) + 0(e2). (4-9)

Under the condition z(f) = z, we know that Z)7- depends on the deterministic function
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Xo(r*, z, /), so that

£ jn[z;(0- zj{t-At)]n'W) = z\

= \ n d7
(7 = 1

+ e { EiHMt) = z][niK D? ■ ■ ■ DZr]
x0(T)=X0(T,z,t) 1

Xo(0=Xo(f,Z,/)

x0(r)=x0(7;z,;)

\0(0=Xo(U.')

+ • • ■ + £[7/m|z(0 = z][«mZ)["£>"2 • D^"1]
x0(7")=x0(7:z.O

xo(0=*o('.*.')

(A?)
Em

i=\ ">

+ 0(A;(^='"j)+i) + 0(£2).

(4-10)
Notice that if we keep only the terms of order up to e, then to evaluate (4-10) we

now need to calculate only the main part of E[Hj \z(t) = z], that is,

E[Hj\z(t) = z] = A;(-W(l - 'o)) jf,(7;xo(7;z, t), ̂ (T))

■ip{T) -Bip(t) J ip"l{s)fi{s,\o{s,z,t),^))E[ipi{s,u>)\a{u)) = q{z,t)]ds

+ fv{T,\o(T,z,t),ipo(T))E[^{T,(o)\a{(o) = q(z,/)]J

+ Bj jfjC(f,xo(f,z,0,G)(0M0

• AtP(T) J (s)f({s,\0(s,z, t), io(s))E[Ci(s, (o)\a{co) = q(z ,t)]ds

+ f4l(i,xo(«,z,0.€o(0)^[€i(^w)|ft(cu) = q(z, 0]j + 0(e), (4"H)

where (4-8), (4-3), and (4-5) have been used. The term

£[&(*, <o)|a(eo) = q(z, 0]
/£lPati(/)(ft. t\)d£

(4-12)
a=q(z,()

can be evaluated in terms of the joint density function pa^(t) of the random vectors

a(co), (i (t, w); and we always assume that (4-12) is bounded.

Substituting (4-10) into (1-9), we find that the coefficients have the form

 "-(z',) = J,™oS£ I -Ar.'
j= 1

\z{t) =z

= lim {[• ■ ■ ]Ar(£;=' "j)~i + 0{At[^"i=> "j)) + 0{e2)}
At-> 0
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where [• • • ] is a bounded quantity. Omitting the e2 term, we then find that a„, „m (z, Z)

= 0, unless n\ H h = 1, that is, unless

1, for some j,

0, otherwise.

In this case we let a,-(z, Z) = a0i o(z. where the 1 is in the jth spot. The partial

differential equation (1-8) now can be reduced to the first-order equation

+ E jr\aA*>t)p{z'r)] = °- (4"13)
j= 1 1

The coefficients atj(z,t) can be obtained by the procedure discussed above, and the

solution of (4-13) can be found under the condition (1-6).

The numerical procedure for evaluating the density function of the solution of

equation (1-1) up to order e is as follows:

(a) For fixed z, Z solve the problem (4-1) to obtain the solution x0(Z*) = x0(t*,z, Z).

(b) Use (4-4), (4-5), (4-12), and (4-11) to evaluate E[Hj\z(t) = z],

(c) Use (4-7) to evaluate E[Dj\z(t) = z],

(d) Solve the following first-order partial differential equations:

and

^ + E7=. ̂ {E[Dj\z(t) = z]p0(z, 0} - o,

Po(z,t) = pa( z),
t=\

+ E7=. &{E[HjW) = z]p0(z, t)

(4-14)

dt ^ j= 1 dzj

+ E[Dj\z(t) — z\p\ (z, Z)} = 0 (4-15)

P\{z,t) = 0
/=l

to obtain p(z, Z0) = Po{*. to) + ePi (z. to)-

(e) Use (1-7) to obtain the density function pX(,o)(x).

When a(a>), £i(Z, to) are independent, (4-12) reduces to the simple form

£[£i(f. <w)|a(ft>) = q(z, Z)] = i (/, <w)]. It is often the case that £[£1] = 0; then from

(4-11) we know E[Hj\z(t) = z] = O(e), and from (4-15) we have p\{z,t) — 0. Then

the preceding analysis produces only the leading term po(z, Z). In order to obtain any

improvement, it is necessary to keep the terms up to order e2.

Instead of (4-6), we now have

zj{t) - Zj{t - At) = (Dj + eHj + e2Wj)M + 0(AZ2) + 0(e3),
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where Dj, Hj can still be expressed by (4-7), (4-8), but

Wj =
i,k=1

E ajif!xk(T,x0{T), to{T))x2k(T)

m

i,k= 1

. m n
— LCi *—r t—r ... 

+ ajif^T.MT), to (T))i2k(T,a>)

1
+ 2

1
+ 2

+

(4-16)

'° 1=1 k=i

m «

+££ bjkfl(k{t, x0(t), to(t)K2k(t, (o)
/'= 1 fc=l

m n

7T7 EE ajif'U^T-MtlMmuiT.coKuiT)
0 z=l /,A:=1

m n

+EE
;=1 /,A:=1

_/ m

TZT E a;iy;U(^xo(7,)^o(n)x1/(r)x1,(r)
0 i,l,k—\

m

+ E 67«^('.*o(0.€o(0)-*i/(0-*it(0
i,l,k=\

. m n

0 /,/= 1 *=1

m n

+ EE6 xo(0- €o(0)*i/(0£i*('.w)
!,/=i /t=i

where a,,, xlfc, x2/t, ^A: are the components of A, B, f, xI; x2, £i, £2,

respectively.

Using an argument similar to the one above, we find that, under some boundedness

assumptions, the equation (1-8) can again be reduced to the first-order equation

(4-13), but

atj(z, t) = Urn —E{[zj(t) - Zj{t - A?)]|z(/) = z}

= E[Dj\z(t) = z] + eE[Hj\z(t) - z] + e2E[Wj\z(t) = z], (4-17)

where terms with order greater than two have been omitted. As before,

E[Dj\z(t) = z] = Dj
x0(T)=x0(T,z.t)

*o(0=*o («.')
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and if we notice that there is a coefficient e2 before E[Wj\z(t) = z], then it can also

be evaluated in a simple way, in which all the terms E[^\s^lk\z(t) = z] are reduced

to E[£,\s£,yk\a(a)) = q(z, /)]. The term E[Hj\z(t) = z] can be evaluated from (4-8) and

(4-3), if we can find an efficient way to obtain is[£i (r, co)\z(t) = z] up to order e.

By an argument similar to that used for the initial value problem [11], we find that

the procedure for evaluating ^[^(t, co)\z(t) = z] up to order e is as follows:

(a) For the problem

^ = f(t, x(t), to(0) + x(0, €o(0)e.(t, o>),

Ax(0) + Bx(l) = a(co),

use the procedure discussed above to obtain the density function of z(t) up to order

e, and let it be pz(() = po(z, t) + epi (z, t).

(b) For the auxiliary problem

=f(t.x'{t,T),to(t)) + et({t,x*(t,T),to{t))ti{t,(0)Zls(T,a)), ,4_

Ax*(0, r) + Bx*(l, t) = a((o),

again use the procedure discussed above to obtain the density function of z*(t, x) up

to order e, and let it be

Pz-(t.r) = P0& t,T)+CP*(Z, t, T),

where

z*(t, t) = AX*(7:t) + Bx*(/,t).

(c) Use the following formula to evaluate

E[£\s{t, (o)\z(t) = z]

+ i-a. (4-20)
Po(z. t)

When E[Dj\z(t) = z], E[Hj\z(t) = z], and £[H/y|z(?) = z] have been evaluated,

from (4-17) we can obtain the coefficients aj, and then we can find the density

function of x(t) up to order e2 by a procedure similar to that discussed above.

5. Example. We consider the simple example

ji=l + {«,<»), (5_Ia)
I y — x,

f *(0> = <.(<»). (5.lb)
I y( 1) = /»(«,).

where £(t,co) = e£i{t,(o), E[£\{t,(u)] = t, E[^{h,o))^{t2,(o)] = exp[-|£, - t21], and

{a(aj), is assumed to be independent of £i (t, co). This example was chosen so

that the procedure outlined in this paper can be carried out analytically.

If we are interested in the case that to = 0, then the auxiliary vector is z(?) =

[x(0), y{t)]J and the first-order partial differential equation (4-13) becomes

^lll + ±-[a2(z,t)-p(z,t)\ = 0, (5-2)

where z—(z\, z2)J.
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If we let x(t) = x0{t) + ex! (?) + e2x2{t), y(t) — yo(t) + ey 1 (t) + £2yi(t), then from

(4-17) and (5-1 a) we have

a2{z, t) = E[y(t)\z{t) = z] = E[x{t)\z{t) = z]

= E[x0(t)\z(t) = z] + eE[xi(t)\z{t) = z] + e2 E[x2{t)\z(t) = z], (5-3)

Under the condition z(t) = z we have

= (JC0 + ex, + £2x2),

or

dt- ~ 1 r x0(0) = zi,

= Xo, I yo(0 = *2!

f a^ = fi(f.<w). | x, (0) = o,

= lyi(0 = 0;
and

r^ = o, fx2(o) = o,
= X2, 1^2(0 = 0,

(5-4a)

(5-4b)

(5-4c)

dt'
where the variable t* has been used to avoid confusion.

From (5-4c) we easily find that x2(t*,z,t) = 0, y2(t*,z, t) = 0, and from (5-4a),

(5-4b) we have
I x0(t*,z, t) = t* + zi,

I y0(t*, z, t) = + z! (t* - t) + z2,

and

{

Xi{t*,z,t) = /J ^(T.tajrfr,

(5-5a)

(5-5b)
y\(t*,z,t) = -//. ^i(ti,o>)</n.

If we substitute these results into (5-3), we have

a2(z, r) = [/ + Zi] + £ f E[£i(t, «)|z(/) = z]<jfz. (5-6)
Jo

In order to evaluate is[c!;i (z, <u)|z(/) = z] up to order £ we use the procedure discussed

in Sec. 4. First we consider the equation corresponding to (4-18):

% = 1 +e£i(?,o>)

in - xdt - x'

(5-7a)

x(0) = a(co), y{l) = P{co). (5-7b)

According to the steps discussed in Sec. 4, we know that

W)= ( J , °) (5-8)
J*-t 1

and that the equation in this case is

dp{z, t)

dt

121
t + Z\ + £ —

^("■0 = 0. (5-9)
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If we let the density function of z(t) up to order e be pz^ = po(z, t) + ep\(z, t), then

from (5-9) and condition (1-6) we have

f P0{Z, t) = Pafi (z 1, Z2 + (1 - t)z 1 + ,

i / \ (5-10)
I Pl(z. 0 = (zl- z2 + (1 - 0Z1 + -S1-)'

where pap(a, /?) is the known density function of a(<y), /?(<y).

In order to consider the second-order correction term, we solve the new auxiliary

equation corresponding to (4-19):

r = \+e^{t,comz,co),

I dy'},1'^ - x*(t, x),

with the condition jv*(0, t) = a(co), y*( 1,t) = /?(w). If we denote the density func-

tion of z*(t, x) = (x*(0, t), y{t, r))T by p*(z,t,x) = p^{z, t, x) -I- ep*(z, t, r), then in a

similar way we have the first-order partial differential equation

dp a';"'+ ['+Z| + £/„'■r)=0

and its solution

( Po(z,t,r) = Pafi (z,,z2 + (1 - t)Z\ + ,

1 p\(z,t,x) = // /J' ^ (z,,z2 + (1 - /)z, + .
From (4-20) we obtain

E{£ i (t, <w)|z(0 = z} = t + e a T| 1 — /•*
e-|T2-T| ^ ^T[ _ T .    

{dPap/dp){zI, z2 + (1 - Qzi + (1 - f2)/2)

p^(zi, z2 + (1 - f)zi + (1 - f2)/2)

Then from (5-6) we find that

_r/, 1 ^ , „2 {dpap/dp)(zi, z2 4- (1 - Qzi + (1 - r2)/2)

1 lJ 2 + ' /7a/?(z,,z2 + (l-0z. + (l-f2)/2)

[' dx f dxx [
10 Jt Jo

-lT2-T| dx2
12

If we substitute this into Eq. (5-2) and solve it under the condition (1-6) again, we

obtain the solution, up to order e2,

Pz(t)(z. t) = Po{z, t) + EP\ (z, 0 + e2p2(z, t),

where p0, p\ are as (5-10) and

pAl't) = (z'-z2 + (•

■ /"' dx2 fl dx{ r dy2 H e-l»-r.l dyx.
Jt Jt Jo Jo
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At last from (1-7) we obtain the density function of x(0), y(0)

p(x,y) = {p0(z, 0) + ep\(z,0) + e2p2{z, 0)}

z=(x.y)T

up to order e2.
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